GREENVILLE, SC: LOCAL FASCIST EXPOSED! DANIEL RASCH

Daniel Rasch (31) has been exposed as a racist and vulgar neo nazi responsible for the finances, propaganda distribution and general activity with the radical hate group known as Identity Evropa (IE). In short, Identity Evropa is at the forefront of the racist "alt-right’s" effort to recruit white, college-aged men and transform them into the fashionable new face of white nationalism. Rather than denigrating people of color, the campus-based organization focuses on raising white racial consciousness, building community based on shared racial identity and intellectualizing white supremacist ideology" (Southern Poverty Law Center).

Daniel Rasch, better known as “Tanner SC” on recently infiltrated and exposed discord IE chat logs, is positioned as the Global Leadership Development Program at Michelin located in Greenville, SC. We do not see him as a very suitable, appropriate OR credible leader, do you? Call Michelin’s HR hotline (864) 458-5000 to relay your distaste for the slug they currently employ!

WHY YOU SHOULD KNOW: Daniel Rasch’s beliefs and actions pose an immediate threat to our schools, businesses and community spaces. In the interest of protecting ourselves and our loved ones it is important to familiarize ourselves with dangerous individuals and organizations.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: DEPLATFORM! DISEMPOWER! DISRUPT! By revoking any and all support of Daniel Rasch and his fascist counterparts, we communicate to our local, national and global community that we will always stand up for equality and accept nothing less. Knowledge is power! Visit https://avlantiracism.blackblogs.org/ for more information on Daniel Rasch’s ideology and activity.
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